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The digital
ecosystem is
approaching 20,000
protocol assets, a
dizzying pace of
innovation. Our
Indices and thematic
baskets are designed
to provide a
taxonomy that
simplifies the
ecosystem to its
investible core. But
investors should not
be satisfied with
passive exposure.
Staking returns are
attractive. An
institutional
approach to
diversified digital
investing should
include the yield
from staking. We
explore it with a case
study of our Index
constituent Solana.
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1.

For all the cyclicality in the valuation of digital asset markets, use-cases continue to grow rapidly. The digital
ecosystem has 19,273 assets and rising. Bucking the cyclical trends, the stablecoin market segment has grown
to more than $180 billion this year, tracking an annualized growth rate of nearly 50% since Jay Clayton, a
One River Digital Advisor, called for urgency on the tokenization of US financial infrastructure. And despite
recent market volatility, policymakers and technologists are highly attentive to digital adoption.

2.

The sheer number of assets can feel overwhelming. It is certainly difficult to monitor. We tackle digital asset
taxonomy in two ways. First, the One River Digital Indices provide a rules-based approach to the determination
of an investible benchmark. Assets are dynamically adjusted quarterly, all under the discipline of a regulated
index provider. Second, our thematic sector baskets organize tokens into digestible sectors and industries. We
expect the constituent assets in our Indices to grow substantially over time; our early work on sector
compositions will naturally extend to our Indices. Our new Digital Daily note publishes this work (daily, in
case the name wasn’t a giveaway).

3.

Today, collateral store-of-value and infrastructure are the dominant sector characteristics of our Indices,
accounting for nearly 95% of market capitalization. Our Size-Tilt Index weighting reduces exposure to larger
assets in a time-consistent manner – the mathematics make more room for fresh, innovative protocols that
mature into our Index constituents. Of course, the added weight to smaller assets may diminish the
performance in Size Tilt during a cyclical downdraft, as evidenced this year with an 8% underperformance.
But there are also larger opportunities for return enhancement – through staking – not available for the largest
index assets, that can close this gap.

4.

Return enhancement is all about the economics of incentives for validating transactions on protocols. In proofof-work, rewards for transaction confirmation are driven by the competition in computing resources. Naturally,
the asset being rewarded must also be desirable, hence the focus on bitcoin scarcity as its core value feature.
In proof-of-stake, compute competition is replaced with a mathematical mechanism to select the computers to
confirm a transaction. Validators are identified as those who deposit – or stake – the protocol’s base currency
into a smart contract. Their rewards are proportionate to those deposits, like the yield on a bond.

5.

Can you handle the proofs? Investors are attentive to the energy intensity and security of consensus mechanisms
used to validate transactions, with a focus on Bitcoin and Ethereum. But there’s more to the story. Our Index
methodology identifies scalable protocols that are likely durable and deserve investor attention. It is rulesbased and systematic. Solana is one of those durable assets identified by the methodology – it is the youngest
protocol in our Index. Solana takes an entirely novel approach to proofs. Anatoly Yakovenko created proof-ofhistory in 2018 by unlocking the chains of time. A cryptographic clock allows for much faster agreement on
the ordering of events – the history – thus creating much, much faster throughput than other consensus
mechanisms. (The 72 billion transactions recorded are overstated, but illustrative.)

6.

Is Solana an Eth-killer? We reject the framing. Speculative traders in competitive markets have zero-sum in
their veins. It is how speculative markets work. There is an equal and offsetting short for every person who is
long a futures contract. The only way to win is for somebody to lose. Speculative traders are the most active
in the digital ecosystem, and that zero-sum mindset translates to the narrative on new technologies. Solana
isn’t an Eth-killer that allows transactions to move at the fastest possible speeds. It is a decentralized tool
competing with traditional centralized exchanges. It is complementary to Ethereum.

7.

Solana is focused on speed, and the theoretical limits are staggering. The maximum capacity is estimated to
be 65 thousand transactions per second with a block time of 400 milliseconds. And this is where staking comes
in. The spirit of staking is to provide a real rate of return to investors who stake SOL to the Solana protocol for
validating transactions. The inflation rate of SOL is the reward for those staking to provide a transaction
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validation service, and it is planned to decline over time to 1.5% as the protocol matures (Figure 1). This is
not a footnote to investors. We estimate the cumulative SOL inflation to be 39.6% over the next ten years. That
is, staking avoids 39.6% dilution.
8.

Investors get the joke – most are staking SOL. Investors avoid dilution caused by inflation, it takes only 2 to 3
days for staked assets to start earning rewards, and an investor can withdraw in the same period. Like other
active validator economics, the rewards resemble a bond (Figure 2). Today, more than three-quarters of all
outstanding SOL are staked to validator nodes. But there is a cost – achieving fast speeds requires far more
demanding hardware and network requirements to run a validator, easily running $50,000 annually to run the
node. Investors are delegating staking responsibilities to professional node-runners, creating a more centralized
system.

9.

The engagement in staking is more striking than the surface. In fact, there is more Solana staked than there is
currently in supply (Table 1). This speaks to the importance of micro details of incentives and issuance of assets
when protocols were launched. The Ethereum Foundation holds only 0.3% of ether’s total circulating supply.
All supply is freely available. In Solana, two-thirds of the supply is circulating, with one-third in various
lockups. The real yield from SOL staking is clear – the potential dilution from future sales is not. The incentive
to stake locked SOL assets is, thus, very high. In turn, there is not much cyclicality between the price of SOL
and the demand for staking.

10. The recent asset performance should not sour the positive prospects of the technology. Solana is down 46%
for the year to date. Yet, it remains the seventh-largest asset in the digital ecosystem and captures a 2.36%
share of our Core Index and a higher 7.05% in the Size Tilt. Solana’s current valuation has been greatly
influenced by the downtime in the protocol. So far this year, Solana has lost 25 hours, more than the total
downtime of the Bitcoin protocol since its launch. Patience. It is early. Solana is in its beta stage. Patience is
rewarded. Systematic assessment of assets will be a more powerful mechanism for exposure than discretionary
asset selection. There are more than 19,000 reasons to believe so.
Figure 1: Solana Network Issuance

Source: Solanabeach.io, Solana Official Documentation, One River Digital Calculations.
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Figure 2: SOL Staking Yield based on Percentage of Solana Staked

Source: Solanabeach.io, Solana Official Documentation, One River Digital Calculations

Table 1: SOL staked versus Total Supply

Source: Solanabeach.io, One River Digital Calculations
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Disclaimer
This communication, including any attachments, is
intended only for the use of the addressee and may
contain information that is confidential or otherwise
protected from disclosure. Any unauthorized use,
distribution, modification, forwarding, copying or
disclosure is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
communication in error, please delete this message,
including any attachments, and notify the sender
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immediately. The information and any disclosures
provided herein do not constitute a solicitation or offer to
purchase any security or other financial product or
investment and is not intended as investment, tax, or legal
advice. Unless otherwise noted, all information is
estimated, unaudited and may be subject to revision
without notice. Past results are not indicative of future
results.
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Slower Trend: Implications for Crisis Alpha –
1987 Case Study
We performed the same exercise for 1987 to study a
faster risk-asset selloff event. In October 1987 the S&P
500 declined by -20.47% on “Black Monday” and
ended the month down -21.76%. Consistent with our
analysis over multiple simulated paths, longer Trend
signals are more likely to generate negative returns in
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a fast reversal. The fast nature of the selloff during
October 1987 would have generated losses of -24.8%
for the Current Trend Industry Model signals. As we
will present later, of that -24.8% gross monthly return,
-19.8% was generated on Black Monday alone.

TREND VOLATILITY COMPRESSION

October 1987 Performance:

slower to react to market reversals. This would benefit
the management company because it reduces either
the amount

The analysis above suggests that some CTAs have
made changes that ultimately make their strategies
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